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The world beyond our universe
 
As we all know that our universe is made of various stars and planets and that 
we live in one of this planet call Earth. This is further expanded to the fact that 
our universe itself has another universe outside it. The whole universe system is 
like a big onion. There is first the planet earth then our galaxy followed by our 
universe and the multi-universe and the omni-universe finally the source.  
 
The Omni-universe in fact is very far end universe which most people seldom 
connect with. It is like the creation centre of GOD’s universe. From the source, 
the energy and resources (which are the flower of life) are put into the Omni-
universe and from there the whole Flower of Life comes together to become the 
universes. This is also where the central sun of all suns is. 
 
These cluster of universes are link to become the multi-universe level. In fact if 
we consider it, the multi-universe is where the classification take place. So in the 
inner plane there is a party called the multi-universe peace alignment federation 
that helps to monitor the activities of the various universes. The members of the 
federation are more to monitor and they do not really interfere with anything 
unless it brings about chaos in the multi-universe. So the multi-universe is 
somewhere most people do not connect to. It is just like a stop-station where 
people just come and rests a while before moving to other universe.  
 
So what is so fascinating is that our universe is currently a ray two universe, 
which focus on love and wisdom. In fact due to that they are many other visitors 
that often comes to our universe to study how the various schools function, like 
the school of Sirians and the Temple of Orion and the lab of Archturians. These 
schools are the Harvard of the universe level. So they attract these visitors to 
study. Monitoring all these is our universal logos – Lord Melchizedek. He helps to 
maintain the development of this universe.  
 
Then the Galactic council is the one that maintain the peace between the various 
planets and star system like the Andromedians and the various star systems. 
This is also where the peace treaty for no adduction of humans is sign in the 
1995. So the treaty took into effect in 1997 (dimension time lag). Thus the galaxy 
is safe from various problems. Helios is the galactic logos and helps all who are 
within this galaxy. Thus invoking Helios is like invoking the Sun! 
       
If you are wondering what has all this got to do with your life, consider it as a 
spice! This is not something, which does not mean anything. To know that life do 



exists outside earth is important on testing our openness and also how we see 
life beyond earth. Life is a journey to the great beyond! 
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